


Tell a story

We have been telling stories 
for more than 40,000 years 
because they are…

• easier to comprehend,
• more engaging,
• easier to remember,
• more persuasive.



Logical (scientific) 
communication

• provide abstract truths that 
that can be generalized to a 
specific case

• is context-free in that it deals 
with the understanding of facts 
that retain their meaning 
independent from other 
information.

Narrative       
communication

• provides a specific case from 
which an individual can 
generalize to infer general 
truths 

• is context-dependent because 
it derives it meaning from the 
ongoing cause-and-effect 
structure of the temporal 
events of which it is comprised 



A story illustrates…

• The Problem
• Its significance
• The solution(s)
• The benefits

Telling stories and distilling your message takes practice!
https://padlet.com/silke67/w4dzc4ny91ednuur

https://padlet.com/silke67/w4dzc4ny91ednuur




Rules for scientific storytelling to scientists:
Reproducible

Predictive
Prospects for improvement

Rules for scientific storytelling to the public:
Passion
Context
Needs



Rethink
“I need to tell something to my audience” 

to
“I have something I want to share”

“If the story is not about the hearer, he will 
not listen” 

(John Steinbeck).











A simple framework for story 
telling

• AND (used to connect ideas)
• BUT (the question or the problem)
• THEREFORE / SO (the solution)

[This is true and observable] and [this is true and 
observable OR this data exists], but [problem 
statement], therefore [this is how we are addressing 
the problem].



Science Talk 
Vs

Public Communication



Chose your words carefully



Consider your audience

How would you answer the question “What 
do you do?” to these different audiences?

• High school students
• Elementary school students
• Colleagues from a different field
• Local politicians
• Science skeptics
• Retirement home
• Advertising agent



Find a hook

A one-liner helps to package the information to grab 
attention. Be creative!





The Ultimate Elevator Pitch

Metal plaque carried by NASA Pioneers 10 and 11 spaceships (1972 and 1973)


